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two years later, in june 1940, eliade was able to return to bucharest and lived in the building
that had been his home before the war. with the backing of the new cariera (career), he was

offered a post at the national academy of arts. he accepted the offer and started writing a new
book:slavă domnului (glory to god). the earlier title was still used for the first half of the book,

though it was not the book that eliade intended to write. the cariera was a compromise
between his wish to please the authorities and his desire to publish a book that was of his own

choosing. he had no qualms, in fact, about claiming authorship of a book that was mainly
written by his friends while he was in the camp at miercurea-ciuc. but one of his literary

teachers, tudor vianu, insisted that slavă domnului should be published as the author's own
work. indeed, in the final book, eliade's "i" becomes the main character while his friends are
secondary characters. the reason for his return to bucharest in 1940 was the fact that he did
not want to remain in the country forever. he wanted to get out of the country, far away from

the place where he was born, from the capital of the romanian state, from the capital of
cariera. the title slavă domnului (glory to god) refers to his hope of becoming an artist, of being

a painter, of joining the ranks of the greatest artists of history. the autobiographical novel
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reflects his hope of becoming a painter, depicting the artist as someone who "dyes in words"
and who is overwhelmed by the ineradicable desire to create. his painting of the heroine, lucia,
is as hard as the blank canvas. it is the poet, ion vinea, who tells the novel about the heroine in
the form of a prologue. the people of the village where he was born were the first witnesses of

his paintings. but they will all be dead when he is finally ready to give them their due.
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eliade's sacred is a category of being that is neither the product of the human subject nor the
product of society. consequently, the sacred is not something for us but a property of reality,
not a psychological projection or a social construct. it is, in eliade's words, a'real being, a real

thing in its own right, and not simply a psychological content' (1974, i, xv). this seems to
indicate a distinction between the sacred as a property of reality and the psychological

construct of 'sacredness'. the sacred is of the very essence of things, a universal quality. we
can find its manifestation in many domains of experience, including the art, architecture,

dance, drama, poetry, philosophy, and religion of humanity. it thus forms a part of the
structure of human consciousness. the sacred is a structure of human consciousness that is, in

eliade's words,'more real than reality itself' (1974, i, xv). eliade's sacred is therefore not the
'wholly other' but a quality that is, by definition, the other of the other. it is thus something that

is particular to humanity, which does not exclude other species, nor does it exclude us from
having it within us. eliade's sacred is a universal category that can be found everywhere.

eliade's sacred is an ontological category. it is not a value or an ideological construct, although
values and constructs are part of its matrix. the sacred is not a construction of the human

subject, although the subject is part of its matrix. eliade's sacred is thus an entity, not an idea
or a value. therefore, 'sacred' is not a 'sacredness' or a 'sacredness'--it is an entity. eliade's

sacred is not a value or a construct, although values and constructs are part of its matrix. it is
not a construction of the human subject, although the subject is part of its matrix. it is an

entity, not an idea or a value. 5ec8ef588b
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